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ABSTRACT
Expert interaction techniques like hotkeys are efficient, but
poorly adopted because they are hard to learn. HotStrokes
removes the need for learning arbitrary mappings of commands to hotkeys. A user enters a HotStroke by holding a
modifier key, then gesture typing a command name on a
laptop trackpad as if on an imaginary virtual keyboard. The
gestures are recognized using an adaptation of the SHARK 2
algorithm with a new spatial model and a refined method for
dynamic suggestions. A controlled experiment shows HotStrokes effectively augments the existing “menu and hotkey”
command activation paradigm. Results show the method is
efficient by reducing command activation time by 43% compared to linear menus. The method is also easy to learn with
a high adoption rate, replacing 91% of linear menu usage.
Finally, combining linear menus, hotkeys, and HotStrokes
leads to 24% faster command activation overall.
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INTRODUCTION

It is a common belief that user interfaces should be easy
to learn, provide high-performance mechanisms for power
users, and ideally, support the progression from ease to
efficiency [9, 23, 43]. In personal computing, menus and
hotkeys (or keyboard shortcuts) are the most common ways
of activating commands, representing the two opposite ends
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Figure 1: HotStrokes activates a command ("Open") by holding down the Ctrl key, then tracing through letters of that
command on the trackpad ("O-P-E-N ") as if gesturing on
a soft keyboard. The red trace on the trackpad shows the
finger motion, the yellow trace on the keyboard shows the
equivalent gesture typing shape, and the blue trace on the
display provides feedback. Red and yellow traces are for illustration only and invisible in real use.

of the ease-to-efficiency spectrum. On the one end, graphicsbased menu interaction is easy for novices, but can be inefficient when performing repetitive actions [48]. On the
other, hotkeys are fast but require a conscious and effortful switch from menu interaction [15, 21]. Research shows
that hotkeys are largely underused, and many attributes to
the arbitrary command-to-key mappings caused by limited
keyboard input space [9, 15, 27, 48, 49].
We present HotStrokes, a command activation method
that removes the need for memorizing arbitrary key assignment (Figure 1). It works by transforming a laptop trackpad
into an imaginary word-gesture keyboard: a user enters a
command by holding down a modifier key (e.g., Ctrl), then
inputs the command label on the trackpad by gesture typing.
The user learns a word gesture by referring to the physical
keyboard on the laptop for static visual guidance. Then, with
repetitive use of the same command, they may gradually
transition from depending on the visual guidance to directly
recalling the gesture from memory.
We implement HotStrokes using an adaption of the SHARK 2
algorithm [19] with a new spatial model and a refined method
for dynamic suggestions. Our evaluation shows that HotStrokes is efficient by reducing command activation time
by 43% compared to linear menus. The method is also easy
to learn with a high adoption rate, replacing 91% of linear
menu usage. Finally, combining linear menus, hotkeys, and
HotStrokes leads to 24% faster command activation overall.
2

RELATED WORK

HotStrokes relates to the word-gesture keyboard, techniques
for promoting hotkey usage, and gestural command input.
Word-gesture Keyboard
Word-gesture keyboard [19, 34, 42, 45], also variably known
as gesture typing or shape writing, is a text entry method
that has been widely adopted on touchscreen mobile devices.
Users may trace through letters of a word as a single gesture instead of tapping on individual letters. As users gain
expertise, they may gradually transition to directly recalling
the gesture without relying on the visual guidance provided
by the keyboard. Past research has extended word-gesture
keyboard to supporting bi-manual input [8], mid-air text
entry [31], head-movement based [41], and device-tilt based
text input [40]. Building on the success of word-gesture input, HotStrokes extends this input paradigm to command
activation on a trackpad.
Promoting Hotkey Usage
Hotkeys are viewed as the gold standard in efficient command input [27, 34, 35]. They enable parallel interaction by
combining keyboard and mouse input, and allow users to

focus on primary tasks by reducing visual distraction. However, research shows that except for very frequent commands
like “copy” and “paste”, users fail to transition from using
graphical interfaces to using shortcuts [1, 18, 27, 39, 48].
The failure to adopt hotkeys may be ascribed to factors like
poor visibility [14, 15, 39], cumbersome hand movement [22,
32], lack of user motivation [9, 26, 38], and the large cost
to learn more efficient interaction strategies [21, 23]. Yet,
one primary issue, as identified by many [15, 18, 22, 27, 39]
and reiterated by a recent survey by Zheng et al. [48], is
the requirement for memorizing an often arbitrary mapping
from command labels to hotkeys.
Various techniques have been proposed to promote hotkey
usage. ExposeHK [30] displays hotkey labels on UI elements
when a modifier key is pressed to enable rehearsing hotkey
actions with visual guidance. FingerArc and FingerChord [48]
provide similar guidance, but reduce the need for pressing
modifier keys by detecting special hand gestures. Grossman
et al. [15] show providing auditory feedback about shortcut
information when interacting with menus may significantly
improve hotkey adoption. IconHK [14] increases the visibility of hotkeys by artistically incorporating hotkey letters
into toolbar icons.
Despite these techniques, requiring an arbitrary mapping
from a command to key presses is still a fundamental challenge for the wide adoption of hotkeys, partly due to the
limited keyboard space compared to the relatively large number of commands on desktop computing [49]. HotStrokes
proposes to alleviate this issue by leveraging the interaction space of the trackpad for command activation. Because
HotStrokes directly associate the command with its word
gesture, it removes the need for learning arbitrary mappings,
which may substantially ease the learning procedure.
Gestural Command Input
Taking advantage of human’s ability in well-remembering
pictorial information [33], many techniques have explored
using gestures for command input [44]. Gestural commands
may address the arbitrary mapping problem by using gestures with semantic meanings. For example, Gesture Search
[28] triggers actions on a smartphone by drawing related
characters, and similarly, Gesture Avatar [29] activates onscreen UI widgets by drawing their icons.
Many other interfaces use somewhat arbitrary gestures,
but provide visual guidance for novices to facilitate learning.
On touchscreen devices, Marking Menu [21, 24, 25] and its
variants [5, 6, 11, 12, 46, 47] allow novices to “press and hold”
to expand a hierarchical menu and trace through menu labels
to form a gesture, while experts may approximate the same
gesture without depending on any guidance. OctoPocus [7]
expands this idea, but only shows what gestures are possible
when users pause their fingers. On trackpads, Markpad [13]

triggers commands by gesturing on a predefined grid while
referring to the display for visual guidance.
More relevant are Command Strokes [20] and CommandBoard [2], both supporting entering a command by gesture
typing its label on a touchscreen keyboard. HotStrokes transfers this idea to a laptop trackpad. It significantly deviates
from these techniques by letting users refer to the physical
keyboard for static visual guidance and providing gesture
feedback on a separate display. Anderson and Bischof [3]
show that static guidance, in contrary to common belief, may
actually foster better motor performance when recalling gestures, and the limited guidance with HotStrokes compared
to showing an on-screen keyboard directly under the finger
may have certain benefits.
3

HOTSTROKES: WORD-GESTURE SHORTCUTS

To strike a balance between efficiency and ease of use, we
design and implement HotStrokes to enable entering a command by gesture typing its label on a laptop trackpad as if on
an imaginary virtual keyboard, while also holding a modifier
key (Figure 1). The gesture stroke is visualized on the laptop
screen, providing real-time action feedback. The command
is executed as soon as the finger lifts off the trackpad. The
activated command label, as well as the hotkey option, is
displayed on the screen after the execution. Since HotStrokes
is aimed to augment, rather than replace the existing command input paradigm, displaying hotkeys serves as calm
notification [38] to remind users of the existence of another
efficient command input method.
HotStrokes has the following theoretical advantages. First,
a known command can be triggered directly without having
to search in linear menus or toolbars. Second, it inherits
the same benefits of gesture typing, supporting a gradual
transition from relying on visual guidance to direct memory
recall. Third, it reduces the need for memorizing arbitrary
key combinations by naturally mapping command labels to
corresponding word gestures. The physical keyboard above
the trackpad also serves as a reference to help users recall
gesture shapes and locations, easing the learning procedure.
In the rest of the paper, we first investigate how to decode
HotStrokes input, then study the pros and cons of using
HotStrokes in combination with the existing “linear menu
and hotkey” command input paradigm.
4

DECODING HOTSTROKES INPUT

Decoding HotStrokes input on a trackpad is substantially different from regular touchscreen keyboards. First, the input
signal is expected to be noisy due to the lack of on-screen keyboard visual where locating key positions can be challenging
to users. Second, no language context exists for command
input, so the decoding algorithm can not leverage a language
model to disambiguate words like regular typing.

In this section, we review the SHARK 2 gesture decoding
algorithm [19], analyze users gesture typing behavior on a
trackpad, and optimize SHARK 2 for decoding HotStrokes
input.
Decoding Principle
We developed a gesture decoding algorithm from scratch,
following principles outlined in SHARK 2 [19] with two augmentations explained later. Since command input has no
language context, our algorithm relied on the shape channel
and location channel in SHARK 2 for decoding.
Shape Channel. This channel classifies gestures based on the
shape information. It takes a gesture stroke u as input, and
outputs the shape matching distance D s (u, v) between the
gesture input u and the template pattern v of a candidate
command w. The template pattern is formed by connecting
key centers of the command with straight lines on a Qwerty
layout whose dimensions are identical with the trackpad. We
followed the same procedure outlined in [19] to calculate
D s (u, v).
Location Channel. This channel examines the absolute location of the user’s gesture trace on the keyboard. It outputs
average the location distance Dl (u, v) between the input gesture u and the template pattern of a command candidate
v. The procedure of calculating Dl (u, v) is also detailed in
SHARK 2 [19]. We followed the same procedure. The only
difference was that Dl (u, v) was divided by the diagonal of a
keyboard whose dimensions were identical to the trackpad,
which normalized its value between [0, 1], in the similar scale
with D s (u, v).
Finally, we combined the shape distance D s (u, v) and location distance Dl (u, v) to obtain the matching distance D(u, v)
between an input gesture u and a template pattern v as:
D(u, v) = αD s (u, v) + (1 − α)Dl (u, v),

(1)

where α is the weight between D s and Dl which was later
trained from the collected data.
Applying Equation (1), the algorithm obtains the matching
distance D(u, v) between an input gesture u with every command candidate w whose template pattern is denoted by v.
The one with the shortest D(u, v) is the intended command
while the candidates with 2nd and 3rd shortest D(u, v) are
the 2nd and 3rd suggestions.
To investigate whether this algorithm can decode HotStrokes and optimize its performance, we conducted a study
to collect HotStrokes input data, and used it to train and test
the algorithm parameters.
Collecting HotStrokes Input Data
Task. The study was to study the users’ HotStrokes gesturing behavior and collect HotStrokes input data. The subjects

Figure 2: Screenshot of the data collection application. The
user was instructed to gesture type setup three times in a
row.

were instructed to gesture type commands displayed on the
screen via the trackpad of a laptop, imagining that there
was an invisible keyboard superimposed on the trackpad
and could successfully decode their input. We used this Wizard of Oz keyboard approach to collect neutral input data
which was not biased toward any algorithm. Participants
were asked to gesture as naturally as possible. The keyboard
above the trackpad worked as an input aid to help participants who were not familiar with QWERTY keyboard layout.
Design. The command set contained 80 single word commands chosen from menu items from Apple OS X. These
words covered all 26 English letters from ’a’ to ’z’. These
commands were extracted from Safari menus and systems
applications of Apple OS X. Most of the commands were single words. For those commands containing multiple words
that were hard to input in one continuous gesture, we picked
either the verb or the core word in the command phrase. An
80-word dictionary was set up using these commands for
gesture input recognition.
Each command appeared 3 times consecutively, while the
Ctrl key was pressed. In total, each participant input 240
gestures. The orders of all words were randomized across
participants. The gesture traces were recorded for later training and testing. The gesture traces were displayed on the
laptop screen as feedback.
Participants and Apparatus. We recruited 12 participants (3
females, 25%), aged from 22 to 39. All were right-handed.
Three of them had gesture input experiences. The others
had never used gesture typing before. The subjects were
instructed to use their preferred finger and hand. In the
experiment, all the users used right hand and index finger.
All the experiments conducted on a Lenovo Thinkpad X1

Figure 3: Imaginary key position distribution with 95%confidence ellipses. The black boundaries were the trackpad borders.

Carbon 2017. (CPU:i7-7500U, RAM:8G) with Synaptics HIDCompliant Touch pad Device. In total, 2880 gestures of 80
words were collected from 12 participants.
Data Analysis – Imagined Key Position Distribution
After collecting the input data, we first investigated whether
users could recall key positions without key visuals, and
whether the imagined key positions differed from a regular
Qwerty keyboard. Such information would be critical in
designing the decoding algorithm.
We located the imagined key positions of a command w
from its corresponding gesture input u. It was straightforward to locate the first and last letter positions: the first and
last touch points in u corresponded to the first and last letter
in w, respectively. However, it was not easy to match letters
in the middle of w with touch points in the gesture u. We
achieved it using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW ) algorithm [37]. We performed DTW between u and the pattern
template of w (denoted by v). For a letter c in w, assuming
its key center in the template pattern is vc , the DTW algorithm would output its matching point uc in u, which is the
imagined key position of letter c on the trackpad. Note that
DTW matched the template pattern (u) with a user-entered
gesture (v) based on touch point coordinates of these two
traces, not the time stamp. So matching results were unlikely to be affected by the gesturing time from letter to
letter. More specifically, it first sampled u and v into 100
equidistant points, and obtained the optimal match between
u and v. This procedure resulted in good matches for letters
at the beginning and end of a word (they will be matched
to starting and ending points on a gesture trace), and also
middle letters where the gesture exhibited sharp turns.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of imagined key positions
after this procedure. As shown, the relative imagined key centers approximately followed a Qwerty layout, which showed
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Figure 4: Performing a linear search to obtain the optimal α
in Equation (1) on training data set.

that users could to a certain degree recall relative Qwerty
key locations without key visuals shown on the trackpad.
Previous research in imaginary interfaces [16, 17] has shown
that users’ memory on interface location is strong enough to
help them draw single-stroke characters and simple sketches
and perform interaction without interface visuals. Our work
advances the understanding to word-gesture input on a trackpad, showing that such ability also holds for gesture typing
on an imaginary keyboard on a trackpad.
Figure 3 also showed the touch point distribution clustered near the central region of the trackpad, suggesting that
the width of the imaginary keyboard was smaller than the
width of the trackpad, and the imagined key positions did
not evenly distribute over the trackpad. This finding led us to
hypothesize that adapting the key positions to the imagined
key positions (a.k.a, spatial model adaption) may improve the
accuracy of recognizing HotStrokes input. We investigate
the effectiveness of this method as follows.
Enhancing Decoding 1. Spatial Model Adaption
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of spatial model
adaption: we learned the key positions from the collected
data, used them in decoding and compared its performance
with a regular Qwerty layout.
To avoid over-fitting, we randomly selected 10 out of 12
users’ data as the training set, and the rest as the test set.
We first computed the center of each key from the training
data, following the procedure described in the previous section. The new key locations were then used in both shape
and location channels [19] to form a template pattern for
a command, and used in both shape and location distance
calculation.

Without Spatial Model Adaptation
With Spatial Model Adaptation
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Figure 5: Decoding accuracy by the size of the command set.

We also performed a linear search to obtain the optimal
α value in Equation (1), to maximize the decoding accuracy
on training data. It worked as follows. We first initiated α
to 0, and gradually increased it to 1, with 0.01 as the step
length. For each α value, we plugged it into Equation (1) and
obtained the overall decoding accuracy on the training data.
The α that led to the greatest accuracy was the optimal value.
Figure 4 showed how the accuracy varied as α changed. The
optimal α was 0.67 and the accuracy on the training data
was 77.71%.
The algorithm was then evaluated over the test data and
compared with a baseline condition. The baseline condition
was using a regular Qwerty layout in decoding: we equally
divided the trackpad into a 3 × 10 grid, and superimposed a
Qwerty layout onto it. We also performed an identical linear
search to obtain the optimal α value for the baseline, which
was 0.88. The accuracy on the training data was 74.17%.
To investigate how the decoding accuracy was affected by
the size of the command set, we created 8 test command sets
from the test data, with the size of 10, 20, 30, · · · , 80. For command set with size X , we randomly chose X commands from
test data set, used these X commands as the dictionary in
the decoding algorithm, and fed the gestures corresponding
to these X commands into the algorithm for decoding.
Figure 5 shows the decoding accuracy by the size of the
command set, with and without spatial model adaption. As
shown, adapting key centers in general improved the decoding accuracy, especially for command set greater than
30.
Enhancing Decoding 2. Suggesting Multiple
Commands When Necessary
Figure 5 showed that the top 1 decoding accuracy was above
90% on small-sized command set, but the accuracy drop as

To make the dynamic suggestion effective, we need to
determine an optimal σ1 value, which should produce 2 suggestions only if the intended command is the 2nd suggestion,
and show one suggestion only if the intended command is
the 1st suggestion.
We used recall and precision rates to quantify whether σ1
is optimal. The recall rate is defined as
r=

tp
,
tp + f n

(3)

where tp is the number of true positive (i.e., the intended
command was the 2nd suggestion and two suggestions were
displayed), and f n is the number of false negative (i.e., the
intended command was the 2nd suggestion but the algorithm
only showed 1 suggestion).
The precision rate was defined as
Figure 6: Dynamic suggestion shows 2 or 3 suggestions if the
input command is ambiguous, determined by Equation (2),
and Equation (6). Sliding the finger to the left, right, or up
selects the corresponding command. Sliding down cancels
the input.

the command set size increases, suggesting users will likely
benefit from suggesting two or three commands especially
on large command set. On the other hand, always providing
multiple suggestions may introduce unnecessary cost for
gestures where the top 1 suggestion was already the intended
word, which was the majority across all the conditions (the
top 1 accuracy was above 77% for across command set sizes).
To address this problem, we developed a dynamic suggestion feature. The decoding algorithm will suggest two
command candidates if
D t op2 − D t op1 < σ1 ,

(2)

where D t op1 is the matching distance between the top 1
command candidate and the input gesture, and D top2 is the
matching distance between the top 2 candidate and the input
gesture.
The rationale behind this feature is that if both top 1 and
top 2 candidates have close matching distance to the input
gesture, it means both have high probabilities to be the intended command and the algorithm should present both to
the user, and request the user to select the suggestion by
performing a sliding gesture (Figure 6). If none of the suggestion is the intended command, sliding down will cancel the
current input. If the algorithm produces only one suggestion,
the command would automatically be executed upon the
finger lifting off the trackpad.

p=

tp
,
tp + f p

(4)

where f p is the number of false positive (i.e., the intended
command was the 1st suggestion but two suggestions were
displayed) and tp is the number of true positive as previously
explained.
We weighed recall rate more than precision because a false
negative is more costly than a false positive. Missing a hit
(false negative) means the user needs to redraw the gesture,
while falsely reporting the 2nd suggestion (false positive)
means the user needs to do a follow-up sliding to select the
intended command.
To balance precision and recall rates, and weigh recall
higher than precision, we performed a linear search to find
the optimal σ1 value that maximized the commonly used F 2
score [36] on the training data:
F2 = 5 ·

p ·r
,
4·p +r

(5)

where p is the precision rate and r is the recall rate.
We first initiated σ1 to 0, gradually increased it to 0.25
(max value in experiment data) with an increment of 0.0001,
and calculated the F 2 score. σ1 = 0.0468 led to the highest F 2
score of 0.6823.
Similarly, we expanded the dynamic suggestion feature
to include the 3rd suggestion. If the matching distance of
top 1 and top 3 command candidates satisfy the following
equation, the decoding algorithm will show three candidates:
D top3 − D top1 < σ2 ,

(6)

where Et3 is the matching distance between the 3rd command
candidate and the input gesture. The user will then slide the
finger in the corresponding direction to select the candidate
command (Figure 6). Similar to determining optimal σ1 , we
searched for the optimal σ2 to maximize the corresponding

Table 1: The intended command Coverage per command set size without and with dynamic suggestion,
and false positive rates for 2 suggestions (2-FP) and 3
suggestions (3-FP) with dynamic suggestion.
Coverage
(without)
92.31%
87.76%
85.20%
82.56%
81.52%
80.42%
78.81%
77.71%

size
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

2-FP

3-FP

13.05%
18.03%
22.33%
25.51%
29.52%
32.95%
35.94%
38.07%

6.92%
10.53%
15.89%
18.62%
22.60%
24.49%
25.30%
27.47%

Without Dynamic Suggestions
With Dynamic Suggestions

100
Input Accuracy (%)

Coverage
(with)
96.00%
93.33%
92.11%
90.25%
89.18%
88.25%
87.71%
86.88%

Our investigation showed both spatial model adaption and
dynamic suggestions were effective in recognizing HotStrokes
input.
First, as shown in Figure 5, adapting the spatial model
substantially improved the decoding accuracy, especially for
command set greater than 30 commands. It was probably
because users exhibited distinct gesturing behavior when
drawing HotStrokes. For example, they underused the regions near the left and right boundaries. Accounting for their
gesturing behavior improved the decoding performance.
Second, the dynamic suggestion method was effective in
recommending the necessary suggestion when there was
ambiguity in decoding. If the algorithm only showed the
top 1 suggestion, the recognition accuracy dropped from
92.21% (10-command set) to around 80% as the command set
size increases to 60 or 70. Dynamic suggestions brought the
intended command coverage to above or near 90% especially
for command sets with 50 or fewer commands. (Figure 7).
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After investigating how to support HotStrokes, we studied
the utility of HotStrokes. We conducted a user study to investigate whether and to what degree providing HotStrokes
as an alternative improved the performance of the existing
command input paradigm (e.g., menus and hotkeys).
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Figure 7: Intended command coverage without and with dynamic suggestions.

F 2 score, and found σ2 = 0.0318 led to the highest F 2 score
of 0.7155 on the training data set.
Equation (2) with σ1 = 0.0468 and Equation (6) with σ2 =
0.0318 were our solution for dynamically showing multiple
commands when necessary. We applied it on the test data
set to evaluate its effectiveness.
Figure 7 shows the intended command coverage after
adopting the dynamic suggestion. Intended command coverage is the percentage of gestures in which the intended
command was correctly recognized, or it is one of the presented suggestions when 2 or 3 suggestions are displayed.
As shown in Figure 7 and Table 1, using dynamic suggestion
brought the intended command coverage to above or near
90% for command set less or equal to 50. Table 1 showed the
intended command coverage, and the false positive rates for
2, and 3 suggestions.

Experiment Setup
Design. The study was a command activation task, and had
two conditions:
• Hotkeys + linear menus (KM). This represented the
existing command activation paradigm. A user could
freely choose either hotKey or use linear menus.
• HotStrokes + hotkeys + linear menus (SKM). HotStrokes
were added as an option for triggering command. A
user could choose any of these three methods for triggering a command, according to her preference.
We adopted a between-subject design to eliminate the
potential carryover learning effect, since participants may
learn hotkey combinations during the study. There was a
single independent variable, technique, with two levels (KM,
and SKM).
Task. The study consisted of multiple command activation
trials. At the start of each trial, a start button appeared at
the center of the screen. Participants moved the cursor to
click on the start button, which would then be replaced by a
stimulus icon at the same position with a size of 200 × 200
pixels. The icon was a highly familiar graphical object, such
as cat, apple, or hat. The associations among all the stimulus
objects were trivial and unique. Choosing iconic stimuli was

based on the fact that verbal or textural objects reduce the
connections between the stimulus and the command. It is
the same strategy used in previous research [4, 15].
Participants were then instructed to input the command
according to the stimulus image on the icon. The participant
could use either hotkeys or linear menus in the KM condition, and linear menus, hotkeys or HotStrokes in the SKM
condition. In both conditions, participants were instructed
to only use the trackpad for cursor movement, a common
usage on laptop.
If the input was correct, the command label and the corresponding hotkey would appear under the stimulus image. It
was consistent with the HotStrokes design: command feedback including hotkey option was provided after it was triggered. If the input was incorrect, the window would freeze
for 3 seconds as a penalty, preventing participants from randomly guessing hotkeys. The user then repeated the same
trial until the command was correctly triggered.
A post-study questionnaire was administered at the end of
the study to collect participants’ subject rating about mental
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, the effort of
performing the task, and their overall preference of each
technique.

1) If the first letter of a command word was the only letter
appears in initial letters of all the commands, it would be
associated with ’Ctrl’ button. For example, ’g’ was the first
letter of ’gloves’, and there was no other words in 30 commands start with ’g’, ’Ctrl + G’ would be assigned to glove
as a hotkey.
2) If there were several words with the same first letter, we
assigned the 7 combinations of ’Ctrl’, ’Shift’, ’Alt’ buttons to
each of them. In an order as ’Ctrl’, ’Shift’, ’Alt’, ’Ctrl + Shift’,
’Ctrl + Alt’, ’Alt + Shift’, ’Ctrl + Alt + Shift’. For example,
if there are only three words ’pig’, ’pea’ and ’printer’ in all
72 commands start with ’p’, we will only use the first 3 of 7
combinations, ’Ctrl + P’, ’Alt + P’ and ’Shift + P’. To ensure
all the hotkeys were designed with the first letter of the
corresponding command, for all the words in our study, the
number of words that start with the same letter is less than
or equal to 7 in the study.
A command could also be activated via the menu bar. The
height of the menu bar was 20 pixels (7mm on the laptop),
approximately the same size of menu bars in common applications.
We randomly selected 14 commands from the 6 categories
as target commands. The same target commands were used
across participants. Since previous research showed that the
distribution of commands could be approximated with a
Zipfian distribution, the frequencies of the command were
generated according to Zipfian distribution with exponent 1
(relative frequency = 1/rank) based on 30 random inputs of
7 items.
The generated frequencies are (12, 6, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1). Since we
had 14 target commands, each frequency value was assigned
to two commands. The frequencies of target commands in a
60-trial block were (12, 12, 6, 6, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1). The
command to frequency mapping was counterbalanced across
all participants in each condition(KM and SKM). Therefore,
each command was mapped to each frequency an equal
number of times. This strategy was the same as used in the
previous research [4, 15]. Each participant performed 20 trials (in 3 minutes) as a warm-up prior to the formal study.
Each condition contained 2 blocks of 60 trials (120 trials in
total) for each participant. The orders of commands were
randomized in each block, with the constraint on the frequencies of each command. For instance, the two commands
mapped to the frequency 6, would each appear exactly 12
times over both blocks.

Command Set. The task included six categories of 72 commands, each category containing 12 commands. A 72-word
dictionary was created based on these commands for recognition. For each command, a hotkey was assigned after the
following rules designed to simulate the common hotkey
assigning strategies:

Participants and Apparatus. 28 subjects (6 female), aged from
18 to 36 participated in this experiment. The median of selfreported familiarity with the Qwerty keyboard (1: extremely
unfamiliar; 5: extremely familiar) was 5. The experiment was
conducted on a Thinkpad X1 2017 running Windows 10 OS.
In total, our experiment included:

Figure 8: A participant just finished inputting the command
dog with HotStrokes in Experiment. The green ✓indicated
the input was correct. The blue trace was the feedback for
HotStrokes input. The command label (e.g., dog) and corresponding hotkey option (e.g., ctrl + alt + d) were displayed
after the command was successfully entered.
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Figure 9: Average command input time (95% CI) in two conditions.
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Figure 10: The mean (95% CI) input time of HotStrokes which
had been repeated at least 4 times.

Table 2: The average input time(seconds) of each command activation method in two conditions.
method
HotStrokes
linear menus
hotkeys

KM - mean (std) SKM - mean (std)
2.93 (0.69)
5.27 (1.02)
6.27 (0.85)
2.14 (0.37)
1.59 (0.52)

28 (subjects) × 2 (blocks) × 60 (trials) = 3360 trials.
Results
Command Input Time. This metric measured the efficiency
of each technique. It was defined as the elapsed duration
between the moment the start button was clicked and the
moment a command was triggered.
Figure 9 shows the average command input time in KM
and SKM conditions. The means (std) (in seconds) were
3.32(SD = 0.60) for KM and 2.52(SD = 0.50) for SKM. An
independent t-test showed the difference was significant
(t 26 = 3.87, p < 0.05). Adding HotStrokes as an option shortened the average activation time by 24.1%.
Table 2 shows the break-down command activation time
for each technique. To further compare the performance
between linear menus and HotStrokes, we examined commands that were entered by linear menus in KM, and also entered by HotStrokes in SKM. HotStrokes reduced the average
command input time of these commands by 43%, from 4.96
seconds (linear menus in KM) to 2.84 seconds (HotStrokes
in SKM).
To investigate whether users became faster at repeating
the same HotStrokes, we selected HotStrokes which had
been repeated at least 4 times and analyzed their input time.
Figure 10 showed the mean input time of those HotStrokes
by the repetition number. As shown, the average input time

dropped by 17.3% after the first repetition and stayed stable
afterwards, indicating that users could quickly improve the
HotStrokes input efficiency by practicing it only once.
To further understand the strength and weakness of Hotstrokes, we made a comparison of left and right side hotkeys.
The result showed that 64.3% of hotkeys used left-hand side
letters (keys to the left of T, G, B inclusive). For commands
that can be entered with left-hand side hotkeys, the mean
input time (in HotStrokes+hotkeys+linear menus condition)
was 1.83 seconds (SD = 0.84) for hotkeys and was 2.81 seconds (SD = 0.72) for HotStrokes (i.e. using a hotkey was 1
second faster).
Accuracy. The accuracy was the ratio of correctly triggered
commands over the total number of commands. The mean accuracy was 91.85% (SD = 5.00%) for KM, and 89.46% (SD =
4.08%) for SKM. An independent t-test did not show significant difference the between KM and SKM (t 26 = 1.38, p =
0.17). Within KM, the accuracy of was 87.98% (SD = 7.40%)
for hotkeys, and 97.82% (SD = 2.33%) for linear menus,
while within SKM, the accuracy was 86.35% (SD = 5.68%) for
HotStrokes, 86.06% (SD = 13.26%) for hotkeys, and 90.24%
(SD = 14.84%) for linear menus. As a recall-based method,
the accuracy of HotStrokes was slightly higher than its counterpart on the keyboard, and lower than the visual-guided
linear menus. It was not unexpected: recall-based actions
were efficient but harder to perform than visual-guided actions
Adoption Rate. Adoption rate shows how many percentages
of commands were activated by a particular technique. As
shown in Figure 11, in SKM where HotStrokes is enabled the
majority of commands (64.7%) were triggered by HotStrokes;

Table 3: The repetition index of each input method in
KM and SKM.
KM - mean (std)

SKM - mean (std)

4.46 (4.56)
9.84 (6.47)

6.31 (5.17)
2.16 (2.75)
10.95 (6.46)

Adoption Rate (%)

HotStrokes
linear menus
hotkeys

HotStrokes
100
80

hotkeys

59.04

60

linear menus

64.70
7
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method

Subjective Rating. Subjects were asked to provide a continues
numerical rating (1-least demanding, 10-most demanding)
on mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, and
effort of completing the task in each condition. Figure 12
showed the mean subjective ratings. As shown, subjects’
subjective ratings were unanimously in favor of SKM across
all the questions.
Each subject was also asked to give an overall impression of the condition: “Overall how do you like activating
commands in this condition?” (1-least preferred, 5-most preferred). The median rating was 5 for SKM and 4 for KM,
showing that participants preferred to have HotStrokes as
an extra command activation method.

SKM

5
4
3
2
1

Figure 11: Adoption rate of each command activation
method.

the usage of linear menus was only 3.63%, drastically lower
than that in KM (40.96%).
To further understand the adoption pattern of each technique, we measured the repetition index, which was the number of times a command had been repeated when it was
presented. Table 3 shows the mean (std) of this measure
across conditions. The repetition index for the linear menus
dropped from 4.46 (KM) to 2.16 (SKM), while this measure
of hotkeys remained almost unchanged from KM to SKM. It
showed that when HotStrokes was enabled, users substituted
a large number of linear menu usages with HotStrokes, while
hotkey usage was hardly affected by HotStrokes.
As repetition indices may be affected by frequencies of
commands, to remove the potential impact caused by command frequencies, we examined repetition indices for commands with highest frequencies only (commands that were
repeated 24 times in total across 2 blocks). For these commands, the mean (std) repetition indices for linear menus
were: 8.24 (7.15) in KM, 3.77 (5.47) in SKM; repetition indices
for hotkeys were 13.76 (6.34) in KM, 13.61 (6.42) in SKM;
this metric was 11.67 (7.14) for HotStrokes in SKM. The data
showed a similar pattern as data based on all commands.
The repetition index for the linear menus dropped from 8.24
(KM) to 3.77 (SKM), while this measure for hotkeys remained
almost unchanged from KM to SKM.

0

1.Mental
Demand

2.Physical 3.Temperal
Demand Demand

4.Effort

5.Overall

Preference

Figure 12: Mean(SD) of subjective ratings and median of
overall preference. For measure 1-4, a lower rating means
lower mental, physical, temporal demand, and smaller effort. For measure 5 (1 - least, 5-most preferred), a higher
score means the method is more preferred. SKM received favorable ratings in all categories.

Discussion
Efficiency and adoption rate. The study showed promising results of adding HotStrokes as a command activation method.
First, HotStrokes is more efficient than the traditional linear menus. It shortened the average command input time
by 43% over the linear menus, from 4.96 seconds to 2.84 seconds. This substantial time saving makes HotStrokes a great
complement to the existing command input paradigm. Overall, providing HotStrokes as an option reduced the average
command issuing time by 24%, compared with using linear
menus and hotkeys only.
Second, HotStrokes is also very easy to adopt. Once it was
enabled, users substituted 91% of linear menu usage with
HotStokes (linear menu usage dropped from 40.96% in KM
to 3.63% in SKM). HotStrokes adoption rate was also the
highest among the three options in SKM, at 64.7%. Users
could quickly improve the input efficiency after entering a
HotStrokes only once. As shown in Figure 10, the mean input
time dropped from 3.46 to 2.86 seconds (17%) after using a
HotStrokes command once.

In contrast, the adoption rate of hotkeys was only 31.67%
in SKM, much lower than that of HotStrokes. Note that the
adoption rate of hotkeys was subject to its design strategy.
In our experiment, we used two components to make hotkey
commands easier to remember: using the first letters of commands and using increasingly complex modifiers. It was
somewhat artificial, but was one of the common practices. In
fact, the majority of hotkey commands (78.6%) executed by
participants used a single modifier key, indicating that most
of the hotkeys were easy to execute. Should other hotkey design strategy be adopted, it might affect the hotkey adoption
rate.
Integration with existing command activation methods and
interaction workflow. In addition to being efficient and easyto-adopt, HotStrokes is also highly compatible with the existing hotkey trackpad commands and current unimanual
trackpad usage. There are currently two types of existing
hotkey trackpad commands: combining a modifier key with
a click (e.g., Ctrl+click to open a link in a new tab), and multifinger gestures (e.g., 3-finger swipe to switch workspace on
a Mac). Since HotStrokes is executed by a combination of a
modifier key with singer-finger touch gesture, it does not
conflict with these common gestures.
Although in our experiment HotStrokes was executed
bimanually, we believe unimanual usage of Hotstrokes is
possible, depending on trackpad size and keyboard layout.
Simple HotStrokes could be performed with one hand (e.g.,
pinky finger presses Ctrl while the thumb draws a short
stroke on the trackpad.). Note the distance from the Cmd
key to the farthest corner of a 15" MacBook Pro trackpad
is about 19cm, comparable to the 95th percentile maximum
hand span for a woman (also 19cm) [10].
We envision that HotStrokes could facilitate the existing
interaction workflow via at least two approaches: (1) HotStrokes serves as a global command activation method, an
alternative to linear menus and hotkeys; or (2) HotStrokes
could be integrated with current one-handed hotkeys like
pressing and holding down Ctrl-V in Excel, then drawing a
word-gesture with the other hand to select a paste variation,
such as ’text’, ’transposed’, or ’values’. The left-hand hotkey
press serves as a single modifier press in the standard HotStrokes method. We focus on investigating approach #1 in
this paper.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We present HotSrokes, word-gesture shortcuts on a trackpad.
Our investigation showed that HotStrokes significantly improved the command activation performance, augmenting
the existing command activation paradigm. Providing it as a
command input alternative shortened the input time by 24%.

It is more efficient than using the typical linear menus, reducing command activation time by 43%. It is also easy for adoption. Once enabled, users substituted over 90% of commands
previously triggered with linear menus with HotStrokes; its
overall adoption rate is 64.7%, higher than hotkeys or linear
menus.
Decoding HotStrokes is challenging due to the lack of
language context and the absence of key visuals on the
trackpad. We have presented spatial model adaption and
dynamic suggestion to address it. Both were effective and
made HotStrokes a practical command activation method.
Spatial model adaption improved the decoding accuracy by
accounting for gesture behaviors on an invisible keyboard,
while dynamic suggestion shows multiple command candidates when the input is ambiguous.
We have open-sourced HotStrokes and the installation
file is available for download1 . It is interesting to carry out
longitudinal studies to investigate HotStrokes in a large interaction workflow with more complex tasks. Interesting topics
include under which circumstances a user will replace typical
menus or hotkeys with HotStrokes, and how quickly a user
will adopt HotStrokes in real-world tasks. The open-sourced
code and file provide tools for conducting such studies. We
believe such understanding will complement the findings
and insights gained from lab experiments reported in this
paper.
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